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INNOVATIONS IN REGIONAL TASKS 
OF WATER PROTECTION AND UTILIZATION 

The effects and impacts of human activities on hydrosphere components are 
in many countries the subject of scientific research activities mainly in those with 
developed economy. Mutual exchange and confrontations of findings, methodo
logical approaches and especially application of scientific data in practical solutI
ons are everywhere of great significanr.e. This holds specially true in actions tha' 
in their conceptions and processing contain progressive innovation elements. 

In this sense the presented contribution deals with those topics in which na
tional efforts can bring the best results on international scale. I t is based on the 
fact that the problem is of interdisciplinary character and essentiaHy belongs 
into the field of geography; additional scientific disciplines and application fields 
act as supplementary components. 

l. Initial stage 

The first, mainly analytical stage of increased till harmful damage of the 
hydrosphere components can be characterized as the period of the recording of 
damages, evaluation of causes and sometimes also of withdrawing from them. One 
of the important results of research activities in this stage is the differentiation of 
three categories of effects and resulting disproportions: 

l. Harmful impacts of components of the socioeconomic field on the hydro
sphere and especially on utilized or effectively utilizable water resources. 

2. Harmful impacts and unbalanced interactions inside the hydrosphere main
ly in the interactions between water management sectors. 

3. Harmful impacts manifesting themselves from the hydrosphere out.side, 
especial1y by ,the activities of water management on other natural, economic anl 
social sectors. 

The first group includes impacts of objects or production complexes of the 
primary and secondary sphere and effects of residential agglomerations as well 
as of man as individual. They have a harmful impact on precipitation, soil, ground 
and surface waters. 

Shortcomings in interactions (category 2) arise, on the one hand, from activi
ties of water management on the hydric base of the watershed and concern e. g. 
exploitation exceeding the acceptable extent of natural resources, on the other 
hand they are connected with the neglecting of hydraulic linkages existing between 
the components of the hydrosphere; this holds especially true for the hydrodyna
mic relationships of surface and groundwater, 
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The third group includes, on the one hand, harmful impacts caused by water 
as element, on the other hand local and regional effects of hydrotechnical structu
res (dams and impounding reservoirs, bridges, drainage systems. etc.). 

Ihe analytical period brought also numerous findings for the solution ot 
practical problems (ZajiCek 1973), of which it is necessary to emphasize mainl} 
the following ones: 

-- The majority of problems can be solved, some immedietely, others after 
a longer time. Hence these problems can be tackled with a net exaggerated opti
mism. 

-- In spite of the fact that Qf the three mentioned ,catcgori~s the first is th~ 
most impurtant, the hydrological and water management se:::to:r must arrange the 
relationships indicated in items 2 and 3. Only then can it assert its interests be
longing to category 1. 

- The solution of practical tasks. cannot be narrowed down to the pro
tection of isolated water resources. It requires the application of a wider spatial 
strategy in the genesis, regime and utilization of the hydrosphere components, 
especially in regions with intensive economic development. This means that the 
solution must be based on 1he optimal arrangement of structures and prol('s~es 
in space. Technological solutions are supplement~ry measures. 

_. Every collision between hydrosphere and the economic field must be .over
come in its potential stage and on the principle of global optimisation, taking .into 
balanced account economic, technical and ecological aspects. 

--- From the analytical phase it is necessary to exploit the maximUlIIl for 
the qualitative improvement of the location theory principles and for the spatial 
organization of economic activities. From this arises also the requirement not to 
admit actions causing mistakes and disproportions for the future. 

- One of the most important principles in this sense is to stop with the 
prevailing one-sided exploitation approach to the hydrosphere components and 
to respect their potential in the planning and management processes on the scale 
of continents, countries and localities. 

Under Czechoslovak conditions, the primary analytical research stage was 
essentially conCluded at the beginning of the 70 'so It has become the basis for the 
synthetical solutions, and mainly for the permanent conceptional activity on this 
subject. 

2. Solution principles. 

In the present stage of wGrk there ("xist already sets of Iindings from tIle 
solution of problems as well as from satisfactorily executed tasks of economic de
velopment. Generally, in a cultural region the hydrosphere components maintain 
the necessary quantitative and qualitative level only when three basic principles 
are conSistently consident in research as well as implementation field: 

a) Hydrology peI"llllanently supplements its fund of findings, being able to 
provide in all situations necessary data, arguments as well as complex data. 

b) Research develops and practice implementshydrotechnical innovations, 
which already take a balanced account of water management as well as interests 
of ,other sectors in the given region. 

c) The factor water is inchided on all levels of planning activities among 
the most important indicators; it serves mainly as location factor. 
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2.1 Supplementation of the fund of hydrological findings 
Although this first principle concerns the advance in hydrology as such, it 

applies mainly for hydrological sectors effectively bound to the subject under 
discussion. Of greatest importance are problems of the discharge regime and pro ' 
bl ems of vulnerability of the different runCilff components . 

Water resources are mainly threatened under extreme runoff conditions, 
especially during drought periods. For their evaluation in watersheds of different 
Size, dimensionless duration curves and additional characteristics arising from them 
are used satisfactorily. This holds true mainly for Central Europe having relati
vely small differences in the basic climatic parameters. As decisive factors in 
the di stribution of runoff act categories of rock media in the different watershed3 
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water. 

Selected duration curves in the Labe and Danube watersheds (Fig. 1) characte
rize thus on regional scale the poor capacity of rivers to overcome dry periods 011 

a higher runoff level (Type d) in granite-gneiss regions; on the other hand they 
exhibit a high cumulative potential of the mighty layers of sedimentary rocks 
(Type a) . With larger watersheds (Type b, c), the resultant characteristics corres
pond to the shares of the partial watersheds of the preceding types. The abscissae 
u, v in the range of 'low flows , e. g. in the ordinate of 355-day water (20 % Qa 
in the case of the river Labe and 17 % Qa in the case of the river Morava) de
termine for their tributaries the minimum limit of the necessary enrichment, rea
ching at least the runoff level of the main watersheds. In places where to the 
basic hydromechanical condition of the rock medium increased precipitation fre-
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quency (in higher mountain positions or in seaside regions) must be added, the 
runoff characteristics in the range of 100 to 365-day waters are even more fa
vourable. Under broader European conditions this can be seen in the case of the 
river Somme (Type e), which is a representant of a Cretaceous watershed in the 
French Atlantic zone. From this base we get further to the evaluatian of runoff 
in the necessary intervals determined according to the m-day scale; in a similar 
way we process also floods in the n-day field. 

Based on the duration curves af daily mean discharges, it is then possible 
for the chosen watersheds to evaluate the runoff phase of groundwater in periods 
withont precipitation. In this case we uefine the duration curve analytically by 
m~ans oIan interpolation equation and· we use the maximum of its derivation 
curve for the determination of the inflexion point of the tangent, which together 
wlth the ordinate of the t:mgent is the ~asic parameter far ;he calculation Oi 

the groundwater runoff potential in periods without precipitation (Zajicek 1973). 
Again we see here the marked differences under conditions of the crystalline 
watershed (river Sazava) and the accumulative active watersheds with sandstone 
as prevailing rocks (river Ploucnice), in both cases for parts of the watersheds 
with an area of about 1 000 km2 (Tab. 1). 

Tab. 1. Runoff potentiality of groundwaters in periods without precipitation. 

Groundwater Underground 

River River Groundwater runoff in % runoff in spe-
profile runoff (mm) of total runoff cHic expression 

, l.s--1.km-2) 

Sazava D. Sa':ava. 28,7 8 0,85 
Pohled 24,9 8 0,75 
Chlfstov 21,4 8 0,64 
Svetla 17,5 7 0,53 

Ploucnice C. Lip3. 97,4 39 3,07 
Struznice 88,8 40 2,84 
Benesov 76,9 34 2,45 
usH 76,8 34 2,44 

The function of the watershed with a higher storage capacity becomes mar
kedly evident also in the evaluation of the underground component in the total 
runoff from the watershed. For these instances it is useful to use the original met· 
hod of separation (Kliner, Knezek 1974). Applying this method, the relation 
between the actual variations of the groundwater table and the discharges in 
a surface stream is used. 

In watersheds with low retentian capacity of the litho-and pedosphere, the 
results of these analyses belong among the arguments for the construction of im' 
pounding reservoirs, where contrariwise to the former practice, there exists the 
possibility to make use of additional innovation elements. So for instance, based 
on regionally treated characteristics of showers, we consider regions from this 
aspect extreme:ly inclined to soil denudatians and thus we contribute, in the pre
design stage, to the selection of variants. In addition we devote attention to the 
problems of larger water abstractions from reservoirs to cover the needs af other 
watershed and especially to the problem of compensation measures far the initial 
watershed, which we process using diurnal hydrographical data from long-term 
observation series (Malisek et al. 1977). Numerical methods and suitable programs 
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for large computers permit to overcome even problems of complicated water mana
gement systems. Thus we reach an incomparably more exact evalution than when 
using methods based on monthly parameters. 

All mentioned work procedures are based on data of hydrographical services. 
In tasks requiring a more detailed knowledge of interactions' (specially when 
interconnecting quantitative and qualitative problems) we use also the results 
of purposive research in small model watersheds. As example of a whole series 
of similar studies we present briefly the conclusions from a study of principles 
of nitrate load in waters. These results were obtained in the experimental water' 

2. Zebrakovsky Brook. A - predominant type, B - - exceptional type, Fi 
- forest, M - meadow; (P. R.) - penepl,ain and etchplain relicts. 

Held, Fo -
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shed of the 2ebrakovsky Brook near Svetla nad Sazavou, a typical representative 
of a peneplain region type, in which impounding reservoirs are situated in Cze~ 
choslovakia as well as in neighbouring countries. 

Peneplain relicts are due to previous development in the Tertiary and Qua 
ternary covered by relatively permeable soils and are utilized by agriculture (Fig. 
2). Residual nutrients escape into groundwaters and springs and also into 3ur~ 
face streams. Even relatively large percentages of forests on the slopes under 
the peneplain relicts have only a slight ameliorating function. On the contrary, 
where the forest reaches as far as the watershed divide (Type B) and the whole 
process of infiltration and groundwater flow to the springs takes place in forest 
areas, the water is of high quality (Tab. 2), 

Tab. 2. 2ebrakovsky potok (brook) - occurrence of N 03 in water in typical zones. 

Sector I Extreme v.alues I Average I Remarks (mg.l-1) (mg.I-1) 

Atmosph. I 2,6-14,0 I 5,8 I -;Jrecipitation 

I Water in meadows I 4,8-12,1 J " 8,0 I 
mainly in the upper 
reaches of the watershed 

Groundwater of 

I 26~I04 I 60 I example of higher load penepl. relicts 
-

I I I 
Spring 'runoff 0,0-2,6 1,3 

gneiss and granite 
from the forest zone 

This very briefly presented characteristic of the results of multiannual re
search from a whole series of scientific and applied disciplines led already to th~ 
elaboration of principles for the adjustment of land and the organization of its 
agricultural utilization, especially in water supply watersheds. The determination 
of tolerance limits on the border of the two economic sectors brings considerable 
effects also for agriculture and that in plant nutrition and economics. 

2.2. Hydrotechnical innovations 
In the preceding example we roughly demonstrated how the activity of the 

partner sector in the region is organized in conformity with the interest of water 
management. However, the reciprocity must appear also in the water management 
field and that mainly by increased emphasis on ecological elements in technolo
gical projects. In water power engineering this principle is met by pumped~storage 
power plants, in hydro~ame1iorations by regulation drainage, in waste treatment 
plant technology by secondary utilization of slurries, etc. The example by which 
we d~onstrate this innovation approach in the field of water supply, is further~ 
more accompanied by positive effects on regional scale. 

This is reflected in systems utilizing artificial recharge and storage of ground~ 
water. After successful construction .of objects in Quaternary gravel~sand locali~ 
ties (Halek et a1. 1971, Zajicek 1975) this system is applied at present in struc~ 
tures made up of mighty sandstones layers. Following field surveys - similar 
as in normal water supply actions - in the preparatory stage of these project~, 
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model simulation and preliminary evaluation is applied, which in turn leads to 
the basic design of the system and its size category. 

On the other hand, the solution proper of hydraulic processes in the ground
water reservoir must include innovation elements, beginning already with the de
termination of the necessary filtration and storage parameters exceeding the ex
tent of current hydrogeological investigations. In the storage space and in the 
zone' between infiltration objects and the well recovery 'line, substancially non
-stationary groundwater flow processes are encoJlntered; this: can ~ described by 
partial differential equations i.ncluding the mentioned parameters. In concrete 
cases it has been shown to be suitable toaproximate partial derivations by dif
ferential expressions for a rectangular network (Stransky 1975) and to, obtain 
thus ~ystems of differential equations, easily processable on a digital computer. 
formally these equations can be written in the form 

AI-I,j' hl-I,j,n + AI,j-I • hl,j-I,n + AI+I,j • hl+I,j,n + AI,j+I 

. hi, j + I, n - AI, j • hi, j, n = ne 
Lq 

- W'(x,y,t), 

where coefficients 

h 
n. 
W' 

,0,t 
n 

are expressions including the coordinates of transmissivity tensors in 
the area studied, 
groundwater table level in the nodes of the system (i,j )', 
effective porosity, 
value expressing summarily outflow and inflow of groundwater in the 
area studied, 
time increment, 
number of the solved time 'level n . ,0, t. 

This simplified characteristic of the working procedure indicates that after 
the preliminary evaluation of each locality, it is necessary to incorporate as: inno .. 
vation link of the working procedure sectorial pilot-plant infiltration. Results ob
tained from this process correspond to the physical characteristics of permeability 
coefficients that, under conditions of sedimentary rocks, are decisive for very 
important transmissivity parameters. 

In the locality of Cerny diiJ near Mlada Boleslav with sandstone layers 
about 100 m thick, this infiltration test led to the determination of the values of 
the coefficient of permeability in the interval of the first half of the order of 
lO-lm.s--l. For the underground reservoir (Fig. 3) we derived the acceptable 
rising of the water table Hd by up to 40 m as well as the specific values of thc 
recoverable quantity of q (I . S -1) in characteristical points between the original 
(a) and raised level (b). The obtained graphical relation is defined analytically 
as an exponential function 

q = 31,0069 Hd 1'079,3. 

From the given range of raised levels and possible drops below the natural 
level is the optimal operational range in the interval Hd = 20 to 25 m. In such 
a case the system capacity reaches 1 000 1 . s -1, similarly as in the existing wa
ter supply base at Karany. Another interconnecting link of the two systems is the 
water source for artificial recharge - pretreated water from the river Jizera. 
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3. Conditions for artificial recharge and storage of ground waters in the locality of 
Cerny dlll : a, b - original and raised groundwater table; c, d - infiltration and well 
r-ecovery line. 
k - sands tone; t - marlstone; Hd - raised groundwater taole ; V - newly obtained 
water vo lume. Illustration not to scale. . 

Water supply bases of this type provide water of better quality than surface 
water reservoirs and, in comparison with them, they have very low space require
ments. Capital investments mostly do not reach even 50 % of the costs requiff~d 
by reservoirs on surface streams. 

2. 3. The greater importance of the factor "water" in planning activities 
The main principle for meeting this th('sis, which is based on the results of 

the preced ing chapters, is the shift of water resources from the category of affected 
factor s to that of affecting factors . In this sense it is naturally necessary to aban
don the one-sided concept of the water manage.ment potential of the watershed as 
wurce for drinking water supply and in all development tasks to consider it in 
three basic functions: 

- in the primary supply sense fo r the res ider-dal and production 3ector, 
- in the role of a sound receiving body, capable up to the critical loading h'-

vel of the river to deal with the permiss ible pollution load from the residentia: 
and production sphere, predominantly in the form of wa3te treatment plant 
effluents.; 

_. in the role of an positive urbanization factor with the composition function 
of a large water surface in residential surroundings. 

The main development regulative is unequivocally repre~ell ted by the se
cond function, be it in the form of offer or limits for economic sectors. It is cha
i·acterized as representing the reserve of the stream capacity arising from the 
diHerf'nce between the natural quantitative and qualitative base of the strealll 
and the tolerance limit for the acception of substances which are added as residual 
pollution. This reserve is thus dependent on the sanitary, biologi..:al and chemical 
limits given by the water laws in different countries and on the discharge value
in a given place or river reach. This concerns naturally mainly discharges warran 
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ted even in dry periods. For this reason we dealt with them and their evaluatioil 
in greater detail in the introductory chapter. 

From this two basic conclusions can be reached for the application of the 
innovation elements as well as in the managing and decision-making field: 

1. National economic planning as well as lower planning categorie3 must 
bind their activities and presumed consequences of the diffemt actions to the 
territory limited by hydrographical borders; this kind of procedure mllst be main
tained even when the focus of the economic processes lies in otherwise bordered 
territorial entities. 

2. With a view to the safeguording of a healthy environment, it is necessary 
in this connection to meet the principle of the critical .loading level of rivers. 

I 
--L_ 

4. Water management conditions for the development of towns and industry - diagram 
of watershed s,ection. River wnes of offer and corresponding watersheds: 1 - most 
suitable , 2 - - suitabl e. Other areas and corresponding towns: 3 - little suitable (with 
rivers of low order), 4 .- unsuit,able - spa c·as distant Irom rivers, 5 - fund'llllentallv 
conflicting (i,n Iiltra lion ,and he,adwater ,areas J. 6 - - divide. 

In a certain watershed (Fig. 4) we can thus differentiate zones of "offers", 
where conditions exist also for placing of more demanding users (territorial stri· 
pes 1, 2), and other localities up to infiltration and headwater areals (zone 5 ) 
where aspects of water resources protection should dominate. These principles ca;) 
be naturally applied in various countries, mainly in developed or intensively de
veloping countries. In Czechoslovakia, we have treated in this way mainly zones 
of offers (Zajicek 1977) for the main watersheds. This was done in the interest 
of their utilization for location greater economic activities and to elimit dispre
portions, which occur in infiltration and headwater zones . 
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3. Conclusion 

The necessity to protect and suitably utilize water resources is an acknowled· 
ged postulate in all countries all over the world. A problem, however, is the use 
of rational and effective methods. 

Good results can be obtained only when the protection of water and water 
management is a part of complex tasks of environmental control in which the 
natural base. and its economic function are maintained in a balanced state. Prin
ciples of protection must be reflected in national economic plans. This aspect 
pJaces in the foreground the condition of tolerance limits of rivers and. their res
pE:'cting in the development of· the region. This actually decides about the future 
function of both running and standing waters in watersheds, regions and the 
whole country. In a balanced state with this regional arrangement must also 
act the technical factor - water and waste treatment technologies. i 

To reach these aims it is not possible to apply only traditional work;jng pro'· 
cedures. Therefore we incorporate innovation elements into the basichydrolo
gical evaluations and reflect them into the regional synthesis as ~elI as into the 
aata used for technical structures. The broad range of this problem we demonstra~ 
~ed on selected examples, characterizing in greater detail especially those working 
procedures that are effectivly applicable also in other countries.. . 
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Resume 

INOVACE VREGIONALNlcH ULOHAcHOCHRANY A VYUZITi VOD 

R~ferat je zaClenen do tematiky nazvane "Diisledky lidske ~innosti v prasHedi 
hy,drosfery". Ie v nem snaha 0 aktivnt i'eliitelsky pi'i!ltup, jehoz cHern je v rozhodujfci 
probHhnove oblasti pi'ispet k docilenl souladu inezi hospodai'skym rozvojem d Vodnfmi 
zdroji. Rozumlme jimi vodohospodai'sky potencial povodi, ktery se uplatnuje ve ti'ech 
zakladnfch funkcich, totiz jako primarni vodarenske zdroje, dale jako recipienty, v nichz 
se odpadni latky ze sfdelni a vyrobnf sf~ry projevuji jen po mez unosnosti tokfi, a PI)
sleze jako kompoziCni me~totvorne prvky, zvlastb ve forme velkych vadnich ploch 
uvnitl' zastavby. 
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, Z6.kladni podmfnkou pro i.:!osazenl uV8deneho cUe je rozpracovanl a postupne uplat
fiovanl potfebnych koncepcnlch prinetpi't pro stycnou oblast sociaIne-ekonomickych 
systemi't a vodohospodarskeho sektoru. Prvnf princip spati'ujeme v posilovanz fonda 
hydrologickych poznatkil. a akazatelU inovacniho charakteru, ucelove zamei'enych k re 
gionalnfm uloham. Mezi ne patN napi'. charakteristn;y retencnich potenciaIii jednotli
vych povodf (obr. 1) anebo ukazatele odtokove potenciality podzemnfch vod v be?:
~razkovych obdohfch (tab. 1). Z kombinace detailne :.tudovanych procesu v modelovych 
povodich (obr. 2) vyplyvaji poznatky 0 pl'fCindch zatizenf vodnich zdroju nekterymi 
nezadoueimi la.tkami, napr. dusicnany (tab. 2). Tim j8 i ukilzana cesta k zvladnllti pro
blematiky. 

Druhy princip spociva v rozvoii a aplikaci hydrotechnickljc7z inovacf usmernenych 
hledisky krajrnne ekolQgie. Jejieh typiekym, ziistupeem \jSOU podzemnf nadrze d:Jplno
vane umelou infiltracf (obr. 3), kterou v nallieh podmfnkachaplilmjeme pile:ievsim v ric-
nich terasach a v' ki'ld6vych _ pfskovcovycn strukturiicli., ' ' 

Tl'et[ zasadou je podstathe zvysenz role vodnlclt zdro;il v plaTlUvacl cinnosti, pre de 
vsim jejich pi'esun z kategorie OvlivllOvanyeh slozek mezi faktory ovlivi'ilijicL Hlavni 
rozvojovy regulativ pi'itom predstavuje unosnost toki't, ktera je rezervou (nebo defiei
tern 1 mezi priitokovou a kvalitativni zilkladnou toku a tolerancnim limitf1m pro pl'ijem 
Jdtpk pi'ichazejicich ve forme rezidmilniho znecistenL Umozi'iuje oenranu pramennych 
a dalSich zranitelnychuzemf, ale i vyuziti z6n s dostatecnymi rezervami (obr. 4) pro 
situovani vetSich hosRodarskyeh ~ktivit. . 

Uvedene zasadya jejich aplikace jsou nodany jako pl'fspevek k racionalni organ!
zaci a rozVoji spolecenskych a vyrobnfeh aktivit v souladu s principy prostorove eko
nomiky.' OCinne se uplatiluji ve stadiu pffprav rozvojovych ukolu a tak umozauji pi'e
nesenistl'etu mezi hydrosferou a hospodui'skymi sektory do oblasti jejich pot8ncialnfho 
vyskytu. Teehnologicke prvky v systemech (zvlllSte cistfrny odpadnich vod a upravny) 
jsou kvaliIikovany jako pruvodnf ,clanky doplfiujfcf primarnl regionalnf resenf. Zas,ady i do
kumentovane pracovnI po~tupy jsou anal6glcl{Y pouzitelne i v jinych rozvinutych 
zemieh. 
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